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Executive Summary
In 2008, the Washington State legislature established limits on statewide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
The mandate set the following three goals: by 2020, reduce overall emissions of greenhouse gases to 1990
levels, by 2035, reduce overall emissions of greenhouse gases to 25 percent below 1990 levels, and by 2050,
reach global climate stabilization levels by reducing overall emissions to 50 percent below 1990 levels, or 70
percent below the state's expected emissions that year.1 Based on the most recent 2015 GHG inventory, the
transportation sector 3-year average from 2012 to 2015 accounted for 42% (Figure 1) of the total statewide
greenhouse gas emissions, more than electricity consumption (19%), industrial (19%), and all other sectors
(<8% each).2 In order to reach the
legislated GHG reduction goals,
actions to reduce emissions from
transportation activities will be
necessary.
State and regional governments
have a major role in
decarbonizing our transportation
system. At the same time, the
participation of local
municipalities is also critical
considering the magnitude of the
problem and the necessity to act.
Learning and improving upon
strategies other localities are
using will help to move the
transition forward.
Figure 1. Washington State Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 3-year average (2012-2015). Data from
Bainbridge Island’s
Washington State Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory: 1990-2015, page 14. Report to the
Legislature. Retrieved from: https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/summarypages/1802043.html.
Comprehensive Plan includes the
following Greenhouse Gases
Goal, “Reduce greenhouse gas emissions through compliance with federal, state and regional policies while
developing local strategies to reduce emissions further.” 3 No doubt, the island community is committed to
supporting actions that will contribute to the achievement of state goals. The subsequent report highlights
strategies Bainbridge Island can use to reduce local greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector.
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https://apps.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.235.020
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/1802043.pdf , page 14
3
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Increase Electric Vehicle Use
Provide education and community outreach to promote the benefits of electric vehicle ownership
• Partner with the Farmer’s Market, the City of Bainbridge Island, and local car dealers and bike shops
to hold an Electric Vehicle Drive Event including E-bikes
• Partner with local organizations such as the BI Climate and Energy Forum to Hold Electric Vehicle
Question/Answer Forums to:
o Share information on federal and state incentive programs
o Provide tools for comparing electric vehicles with similar conventional cars
o Remove misconceptions about electric vehicle ownership
o Address environmental concerns associated with electric vehicle manufacturing, battery
disposal, and charging with ‘unclean’ electricity

Increase Charging Infrastructure
Partner with Puget Sound Energy and the City of Bainbridge Island to pilot electric vehicle charging
infrastructure incentive programs
• Provide residential and commercial customers with rebates for electric vehicle supply equipment
(EVSE) installations
• Participate in utility program analysis activities to ensure future grid reliability
• Apply for a state grant through the Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Partnerships Program (EVIPP)
• Implement ordinances or building codes requiring EV Ready infrastructure

Encourage Mode Shifting
Partner with Kitsap Transit and community leaders to increase ridership
• Develop advertising campaign based on human choice behavior research
• Invest in basic bus stop amenities including shelters and benches
• Provide education and outreach on the use of mobility applications
• Promote e-bikes along with public transit use
Propel Non-motorized Transportation
Collaborate with community groups to advance non-motorized travel
• Work with the Multi-Modal Advisory Committee and the BI Mobility Alliance to
develop an infrastructure plan
• Support community funding for non-motorized transportation projects
• Partner with schools to encourage safe walking and biking routes
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Introduction
The Washington State law established in 2008 to limit greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions requires the
Washington State Department of Ecology (DOE) to produce a biennial statewide Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Inventory Report for the legislature. The purpose of the report is to update representatives on
the state’s progress in meeting the mandated goals. The latest report indicates from 2013 to 2015, on
average, the transportation sector was responsible for the greatest amount (42.5%) of annual total
statewide GHG emissions (DOE 2019). In 2016, when only accounting for emissions generated by the
burning of fossil fuels, the transportation sector in our state produced 61.7%, by far more than any other
sector, even more than the industrial sector (Figure 2).
Currently, our state
transportation
system is built
around the use of
fossil fuels for
mobility. And,
emissions continue
to grow. From 1990
to 2016, the general
trend shows
Washington’s
emissions from
fossil fuel
combustion in the
transportation sector
rose by almost 20%
(EIA 2016).
During the 2019 session, the state congress passed several bills containing policies aimed at propelling the
electrification of our transportation system. Without a doubt, political support and openness to new ideas are
critical to curtailing emissions. While policies and programs at the state level provide the foundation for
change, regional, county, and city planners also play a role in shaping the future development of
transportation systems in our state. Local governments along with knowledgeable community leaders, in
particular, are best able to build relationships with neighbors willing to invest in their own towns.
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Greenhouse Gas Inventory Baseline
Fortunately, numerous measures are being taken by cities and
counties to reduce transportation related GHG emissions.
While each local government is unique, identifying successful
strategies implemented by other communities can accelerate
change in places with similar challenges. As a starting point,
municipalities have conducted GHG inventories to gather
baseline data about local emissions. Likewise, Bainbridge
Island is in the process of conducting an inventory. Based on
preliminary data, the electric power sector had the most GHG
emissions followed by transportation.

Transportation Strategies
• Fund non-motorized infrastructure
• Increase electric vehicle use
• Install charging infrastructure
• Update building codes
• Encourage Mode shifting

The Puget Sound Clean Air Council (PSCAA) recently completed a comprehensive GHG inventory covering
a four-county area, which included Kitsap County. According to the PSCAA inventory Kitsap County’s
transportation sector accounted for 30% of emissions, second behind residential buildings (Figure 3). Within
Kitsap’s transportation sector, over 85% of emissions are from on-road vehicles fueled by diesel or gasoline
(PSCAA 2016). Most people continue to move through communities using conventional vehicles running
combustion engines. Until vehicles powered by alternative methods become widely adopted, or people
choose different forms of mobility, reigning in transportation pollution poses a significant challenge for
Bainbridge Island. Local leaders and concerned community members throughout the state are addressing the
problem by focusing on increasing electric vehicle use, installing charging infrastructure, updating building
codes, and encouraging mode shifting.

Figure 3. Puget Sound Clean Air Agency GHG Inventory. Retrieved from https://www.pscleanair.org/DocumentCenter/View/3328/PSCAAGHG-Emissions-Inventory?bidId=
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Increase Electric Vehicle Use
Background – Electric Vehicles
For years, researchers have been evaluating ways to reduce GHG emissions related to transportation. Among
many ideas, increasing vehicle efficiency through the electrification of on-road vehicles ranks high as an
effective strategy to decarbonize transport. Compared to other U.S. states, Washington had the third most
plug-in vehicle (PEV) registrations per 1,000 people in 2017 at 4.06, behind California and Hawaii at 8.64
and 5.12 respectively.4 Though increasing, still only a small amount of the total number of vehicles in our
state are powered by electricity.

Green Transportation Bill
The state sales and use tax credit for the purchase of
Re-instated tax credit on purchased or
an electric vehicle expired at the end of May last
leased new and used electric vehicles.
year after the total number of qualifying vehicles
Clean Energy Bill
reached 7,500, the maximum allowed by law.
Mandates the generation of clean
During the 2019 legislative session, a Green
electricity by 2045.
Transportation Bill (HB2042 2019) was passed reA clean grid means cleaner EVs.
instating the sales and use tax credit for the purchase
or lease of electric vehicles including all-electric,
hybrids, hydrogen fuel cell, and now even used EVs.5 The new vehicle price must be less than $45,000 and
used vehicle price less than $30,000. The tax credit phases out, dropping every two years, over the next six
years. Beginning in August of this year, $25,000 of the new vehicle price will be tax free, and for used
vehicles $15,000 remains tax free for the entire six-year period. Already, there is a federal income tax credit,
up to $7,500, in place for certain new electric vehicles. With multiple incentives in place, electric vehicles
prices are becoming more affordable and competitive with comparable conventional cars.
Cumulatively, increases in EV adoption reduces emissions from transportation. That said, transitioning to
electric vehicles (EVs) is most effective at reducing emissions when clean electricity is used to charge car
batteries. Puget Sound Energy (PSE) is the electric utility serving Bainbridge Island. Unfortunately, PSE
generates electricity with a fuel mix containing over 65% fossil fuels, mainly coal and natural gas.
To reduce GHG emissions from the electric power sector, the Washington State legislature passed a Clean
Energy Bill mandating the generation of 100% clean energy by 2045 (SB5112 2019).6 As the grid becomes
cleaner, vehicles powered by electricity become cleaner too. Passage of the clean energy bill paves the way
for a sensible transition by charging cars with electricity generated from a higher percentage of carbon free
sources year by year. Still, to keep moving forward, individuals will need to choose to drive EVs.
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https://www.energy.gov/eere/vehicles/articles/fotw-1059-december-10-2018-california-had-most-plugvehicle-registrations
5
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Washington State officials realize a mass transition from combustion engines to electrically charged batteries
is needed to significantly reduce GHG emissions from transport. The state’s goal of 50,000 plug-in electric
vehicles by 2020 was nearly achieved at the end of last year when the total number of registered plug-in
vehicles reached 42,542.7
Many jurisdictions are setting
transportation goals aimed at
increasing EV use. Goals can be
set and measured using annual
electric vehicle registration data
available through the
Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT). For
example, the City of
Bellingham’s Climate Action
Plan sets a goal of 40% EV
adoption and 30% hybrid
adoption by 2030 as a way to
reduce GHG emissions.8 As
another example, Olympia set a
goal of 30% of all vehicles are
electric by 2030.

Electric Vehicle Data
Bainbridge Island 2010-2018
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Figure 4. Bainbridge Island New and Renewal Registrations by Year (2010-2018).
Data from https://data.wa.gov/Transportation/Electric-Vehicle-Registration-Activity-by-Year/tak8xdcp.

On Bainbridge Island, over the past three years ownership of plug-in hybrid and battery electric vehicles has
been accelerating, on average, at a rate of 16% annually (Figure 4).9 Clearly, BI residents recognize the
benefits of electric vehicles evidenced by the upward trend in ownership. Last year, vehicle registrations on
Bainbridge Island accounted for one-third (33%) of the county-wide total of EVs, and per capita ownership
was four times more than the
county as a whole.10,11 Similar to
other municipalities, Bainbridge
Island’s data can be used to set
long and short-term EV goals.
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Education and Public Engagement
Communities around the state are using educational
campaigns as a strategy to remove misconceptions about
EVs, to promote the many benefits of EVs, and to address
legitimate environmental issues related to EV production.
Communicating to the public is especially important
considering consumers are purchasing vehicles less
frequently than in the past. Compared to a decade ago,
people are holding on to their vehicles longer, on average
about 6.5 years for new and 5.5 years for used cars.12 Add to
that, many real and perceived barriers still exist amongst
consumers in regards to electric vehicle adoption. Concerns
about price, range anxiety, and lack of infrastructure are
common, but other factors also play a role in car purchase
decision-making including social networks, lifestyle, and
even skepticism. Local leaders can address information
deficits and promote electric vehicle adoption through
outreach in the neighborhoods they know best.

Outreach Strategies
-Partner with the Farmer’s Market,
the City of Bainbridge Island, and
local car dealers and bike shops to
hold an Electric Vehicle Drive
Event including E-bikes
-Partner with BI Climate and
Energy Forum to Hold Electric
Vehicle Question/Answer Forums
-Place links to electric vehicle
information on the city website

For starters, community education is needed to eliminate the misconceptions known to exist in the public realm
about the cost of electric vehicles. A lack of knowledge about incentive programs, and limited awareness about
maintenance and fuel cost savings are known barriers to EV adoption.
Researchers Jenn, Springel and Gopal (2018) found in states where the cumulative knowledge about EV
incentives was high, a significantly greater number of electric vehicles were sold. Because price is often
mentioned as a barrier to purchasing an EV, consumer’s perception of the final transaction price may be much
higher than the true cost of an EV after accounting for incentives. The same study found, of respondents with
incomes over $60,000 who planned to buy a new car in the next three years only 6.2% knew about state or
local purchase incentives available to them (Jenn, Springel and Gopal 2018).
Additionally, part of the car shopping process involves comparing the financial costs and benefits among
different vehicle types. Again, consumers lack the tools to effectively calculate and compare the maintenance
and fuel costs of electric vehicles to similar conventional car models.
Taken altogether, inaccurate perceptions about electric vehicle prices coupled with a lack of information on
incentives and savings on maintenance and fuel, translates into individuals being less likely to consider
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purchasing an EV. State and federal EV policies and programs frequently change. As such, consumers need to
be kept abreast of these changes in order to make informed decisions when making a vehicle purchase. Regular
educational campaigns in local communities can provide people with up-to-date information, tools, and
valuable resources.

Direct Outreach to Diverse Audiences
Besides the considerations already mentioned, social networks, lifestyle, and self-identity influence a car
purchase, especially an electric vehicle.
In a study of the interpersonal influence on pro-environmental behavior, researchers Axsen and Kurani
(2012) found individuals were more likely to develop new, pro-societal views of plug-in vehicles when they
had a basic understanding of the technology and pro-societal values were supported in their social network.
In essence, once participants were versed in the functionality of EVs they then considered whether friends
would support their car buying decision. No doubt, the car a person drives is symbolic and reflects the selfidentity of the driver and impacts their feelings of acceptance within their peer group.
Similarly, researchers Axsen, Tyree-Hageman, and
Lentz (2012) found people living a pro-environmental
lifestyle, with an openness to change, and friends and
family with comparable practices, were the most likely
to purchase plug-in vehicles. However, people lacking
social connections with people holding pro-societal
values were much less likely to engage in proenvironmental actions, such as purchasing an EV
(Axsen, Tyree-Hageman, and Lentz 2012).

Other Factors
Influencing Car-Buying Decisions
• Friends and family
• Self-identity
• Social Networks
• Lifestyle

Evidenced by both of these studies, people need more experiences with electric vehicles and would benefit
by making connections with people concerned about environmental issues in their community. Additionally,
the research indicates lifestyle and social networks influence car purchases. Looking ahead, community
outreach may be the most effective way to promote social connections that can lead to exercising pro-societal
values. Equally important will be finding creative ways to connect with diverse audiences in order to reach
people open to change, but not necessarily pegged as having pro-environmental attitudes. Providing links to
EV information on the City of Bainbridge website would be a way to reach all community members.

Address Electric Vehicle Environmental Concerns
A good portion of people, even environmentally
minded individuals, are reluctant to pursue
alternative autos due to skepticism over the
environmental impacts of batteries and electricity
powered by dirty fuels for charging.

Environmentally minded individuals have
concerns about electric vehicle batteries and
charging powered by dirty electricity.
11

Some of these concerns can be alleviated by sharing knowledge from informative studies. In a recent study,
the Union of Concerned Scientists (2015) found, using the average carbon intensity of electricity in the
Northwest region, driving a battery electric vehicle (BEV) had the equivalent global lifecycle emissions of a
similar type conventional car getting 94 miles per gallon. Stated differently, even considering the higher
emissions associated with battery electric vehicle (BEV) manufacturing, global lifecycle emissions from
BEVs are offset within 1.5 years of driving. In brief, the public needs a forum to ask questions and learn
more about EVs.
Add to that, production processes and battery recycling efforts continue to improve. Again, outreach provides
an opportunity to engage people with environmental concerns about EVs. Too, educational campaigns
designed for varied audiences have the greatest
potential to increase the number of electric
vehicle adopters.

RESEARCH ON ELECTRIC VEHICLES
-Electric vehicles are cleaner, even when
considering electric power GHG emissions
associated with charging
-People lack experiences with electric
vehicles and knowledge about the benefits
of ownership.
-Test drives and personal recommendations
are important to consumers.

Organize Electric Vehicle Drive Events
Not only do people lack accurate knowledge
about electric vehicles, they also have little
experience with EVs. Electric car drive events
give people exposure and hands-on experience
with electric vehicles. In addition, community
members who own EVs can answer questions
and share their first-hand experiences with
others.

Several local communities have held different
types of events by partnering with other
organizations. Obviously, most people have
never owned an EV, few people know someone else who owns an EV, and even less people have actually
driven an EV. Taken altogether, inexperience poses a significant barrier to electric vehicle adoption.
In a recent study, researchers Taylor and Fujita (2018) found test drives and personal recommendations from
friends and relatives were two of the most highly valued information resources when making a car
purchasing decision. Simply put, people find it particularly important to ask questions and learn from other
EV drivers.

Connect with National EV Events
-Drive Electric Earth Day in April
-National Drive Week in September
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Cities in our state are giving people the
opportunity to do just that by hosting electric
drive events. Bellingham used valuable
resources, provided by sponsors of the national
Drive Electric Earth Day, to organize a local

event in April.13 The city partnered with their local utility and several other businesses and community
organizations to orchestrate the event. While attending, people were given the opportunity to test drive EVs,
but they also celebrated the opening of a new fast charging station. National Drive Electric Week, which
takes place during the third week of September, is another annual event local cities have been promoting.14
Again, national sponsors provide local towns with a variety of resources for organizing the event. Bainbridge
Island could partner with the Farmer’s Market, PSE, local bike shops, and nearby car dealers to organize an
event.
Other communities have partnered with their utility provider to
Partner with PSE, bike shops,
host electric drive events where people can test drive different
and car dealerships, to hold
vehicles, even electric bikes, and get their questions answered by
experts in a casual atmosphere. For example, the City of Olympia
EV Drive and E-Bike Event
partnered with Puget Sound Energy, Western Washington Clean
Cities, Washington Department of Enterprise Services, and Forth to host a community electric drive event at
the State Capital building.15 Evidenced by the number of organizations involved in these events, multiple
stakeholders are benefitting.
In the end, to reduce transportation emissions, mass people will need to choose to buy electric, instead of a
conventional car powered by gasoline, when their next vehicle choice is made. Holding a combined EV
Drive and E-bike event on Bainbridge Island would give the public more experiences with alternatively
fueled vehicles. The first step in changing people’s perceptions is to remove some of the barriers to EV
ownership. With that in mind, it is important to realize too, other factors influence individual car choices.
Along this line, educational campaigns also need to address personal aspects considered when it comes to
purchasing a car.

Increase Charging Infrastructure
Background – Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
The Environmental Element of Bainbridge Island’s Comprehensive Plan states, “Facilitate the improvement
and convenience of low carbon mass transit and increased carsharing, cycling, walking and the development
of alternative vehicle infrastructure (e.g., charging stations) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.” No doubt,
before purchasing an electric car, people first consider where they would charge their vehicle. To date,
Bainbridge Island has only four, Level 2 public charging stations. Two are in the downtown Winslow area,
and the other two are near the Highway 305 and High School Road intersection.
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Recognizing EV ownership requires nearby or easy access to charging, the Washington State Joint
Transportation Committee commissioned a study back in 2015 to determine the most effective way to
increase public EV charging infrastructure.
The final report determined
private firms were unlikely to
STUDY - INCREASING EV CHARGING STATIONS
invest in public charging
-Private/public partnerships are necessary
stations because it simply
-Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Partnerships Program offers
would not be profitable due to
state grant money for EV infrastructure along major highways
high investment costs,
uncertain demand in the nearterm, and commercial charging
competing with home charging
(WSDOT 2015). Furthermore,
using a private/public business model, the study found a private sector firm with public interventions such as
low interest loans and state grant funding could be sustainable in the private market after 5 years (WSDOT
2015). As a result of the study, the Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT) developed the
Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Partnerships Program (EVIPP).16
The EVIPP program is designed to expand fast charging along major highway corridors. After running out of
money last year, the 2019 legislature approved $2 million in the transportation budget for continuation of the
program.17 Coincident with the study, a tool was developed to analyze the financial performance of electric
vehicle charging projects.18 The tool is designed to examine diverse project scenarios allowing government
agencies to broaden potential funding opportunities between public and private entities.
Recently, the City of Bellingham partnered with a private EV charging firm to secure a grant for two new
fast charging stations along the I-5 corridor. Currently, the identified priority corridors are outside of Kitsap
County, however, Highway 305 through Bainbridge Island is an important connector route to the Olympic
Peninsula and would likely be considered should funding continue.
To help increase the installation of
charging equipment, our state
continues to offer a sales and use tax
exemption on electric vehicle
batteries and infrastructure, labor and
service on EV batteries and
infrastructure, and on personal

State EV Infrastructure Incentives
-Sales tax exemption on EV batteries,
infrastructure, labor and service
-Public lands leasehold excise tax exemption

16

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=47.04.350
https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Funding/Partners/EVIB.htm
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property that will become a component of EV infrastructure. In addition, leases to tenants of public lands
used for electric vehicle infrastructure are exempt from leasehold excise taxes.
As another boost, back in 2015, a law was passed to
allow investor-owned utilities an incentive rate of
return on electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE)
deployed for the benefit of ratepayers. The purpose
of the incentive was to signal to utilities that the
legislature is providing a clear policy and financial
investment intended to engage private utilities in the
build out of EV infrastructure. In response, several
utilities have offered pilot programs to promote the
installation of residential and commercial EVSE.

In 2015, a state law was passed to
allow investor-owned utilities, such
as PSE, an incentive rate of return
on Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment (EVSE) deployed for
the benefit of utility ratepayers.

Partner with Utility to Create EV Infrastructure Pilot Programs
Utility companies can provide residential and commercial
customers with rebates for electric vehicle supply
equipment (EVSE) installations. In turn, customers agree
to participate in utility program analysis activities. In
response to the utility EVSE incentive, Puget Sound
Energy (PSE) offered up to 5,000 qualified residential
customers a $500 rebate on the purchase of Level 2
electric-vehicle chargers.19 Currently, the incentive is no
longer available. However, PSE is using the data gathered
from program participants to explore potential future
incentives.

Avista offers rebates including
$1,000 on single family homes
and $2,000 for a workplace or
public installation.

EV Infrastructure Strategies
-Partner with PSE to develop EV
infrastructure rebate programs like other
private utilities are doing
-Pass EV Ready ordinance
-Update development codes

On the eastern side of the state, Avista, an investor-owned electric
and gas utility, continues to offer rebates on installation costs
including $1,000 on single family homes and $2,000 for a
workplace or public installation.20 Serving central and
southeastern Washington, investor-owned Pacific Power currently
offers customers competitive grants covering up to 100% of the
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https://app.leg.wa.gov/ReportsToTheLegislature/Home/GetPDF?fileName=EVSE%20Report%20to%20the%
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Pacific Power offers grant
money, with preference given
to government entities and
non-profits.

costs for non-residential capital expenses directly associated with
the installation of EV chargers, including hardware, installation
and upfront software license costs.21 The utility is giving
preference to community focused organizations and city, county,
and regional governments. In return, grant recipients are required
to participate in program analysis activities to help the utility plan
for load demands from EV infrastructure.

As described, partnering with utility companies can lower the costs associated with the installment of public
charging stations and provide utilities with valuable consumption data. Local governments benefit from the
expertise offered by utilities such as knowledge on the electrical grid, equipment, and locations for charging
stations. In turn, utilities gain a better understanding of changes in load demand associated with the
increasing use of electricity for vehicle charging.

Pass EV Ready Ordinances
The majority of electric vehicle owners charge at home. Access to charging infrastructure is a significant
barrier for people living in buildings with separate parking areas without electricity. To address the problem,
city governments can implement ordinances requiring EV Ready infrastructure. Access to a home location
charger is the most important piece of infrastructure considered by potential electric vehicle adopters,
followed by workplace charging and public charging infrastructure (Berkeleya, N. et al 2017).
With this mind, local
jurisdictions need to focus
efforts on building out
charging infrastructure for
people living in buildings
other than a single-family
home. The City of Seattle
completed a study in 2014
that explored ways to increase
access to EV charging
infrastructure (Seattle 2014).

Figure 4. Reprinted from the Seattle Department of Construction and Inspection Director’s Report, EV
Ready Ordinance, February 2019. Retrieved from
.
http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/SDCI/Codes/ChangesToCodes/ElectricVehicleReadiness/
EVReadinessOrdinanceFeb2019.pdf
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One of the key recommendations of the
study was to facilitate EV readiness in
multi-family dwellings via code changes.
In April, the Seattle City Council
adopted an EV Ready ordinance aimed at
increasing access to electric vehicle
charging infrastructure.22 The ordinance
outlines specific requirements for
different building types (Figure 4).

STUDY - EV READY ORDINANCE
-Focus on multi-family dwellings and any
new or expanded parking facilities
-Outline requirements based on building types

Other cities are implementing similar measures to ensure new buildings are EV ready. For example,
Coupville has an ordinance requiring, “Development of new multifamily housing projects or new or
expanded parking facilities, public or private, exceeding twenty (20) parking spaces shall be required to
provide electric vehicle infrastructure for ten (10) percent of the parking spaces unless waived by the council
upon a request by the applicant.”23 Coupville’s ordinance is very simple, however, each city is unique.

22

http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/SDCI/Codes/ChangesToCodes/ElectricVehicleReadiness/E
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Develop EV Ready Building Codes
Back in 2011, the U.S. Department of Energy issued grant money to the Clean Cities Coalition in Michigan
to create an Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan that could act as a blueprint for others. Michigan’s plan is very
detailed covering all aspects of building EV infrastructure.
The section on zoning has samples
of language for every element
pertaining to EV infrastructure a
city may want to use in an
ordinance or development code
(see Appendix A).
Of particular interest, the sample
language illustrates three different
levels of stringency including
accepting, encouraging, and
assertive, leaving a city to decide
the appropriate wording, as shown
in the example (Figure 5).24
Several other cities also received
federal grants for implementing an
electric vehicle infrastructure plan.
Of these cities, many have passed
ordinances to govern the use of
property by land use and
occupancy type. Others have gone
through the process of changing
building codes. Apparently, there
are many ways to employ change.
As such, a city will need to grapple
with the extent of each
requirement, such as deciding over
the words capable, ready, or
installed.
Figure 5. Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan. Clean Cities Coalition – Michigan. 2011.
Retrieved from http://cec-mi.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/Plug-In-Ready-Michigan.pdf
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http://cec-mi.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/Plug-In-Ready-Michigan.pdf , page 101-110.
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Though of secondary importance, updating commercial building codes to require EV Ready infrastructure
would be a way to increase work place charging. Work place charging is especially effective at increasing
the number of electric miles driven by plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV). The range of PHEVs is generally
shorter than full battery electric vehicles (BEV). Work place charging offers PHEVs a convenient option for
extending battery powered travel.
The availability of workplace
charging could also influence a
consumer’s decision to purchase a
PHEV or BEV by reducing range
anxiety.

Figure 6. Residential Building Code Options. Image by Southwest Energy Efficiency Project (SWEEP).
Retrieved from http://www.swenergy.org/cracking-the-code-on-ev-ready-building-codes.

A city may choose to
implement a variety of
regulations depending on the
building type and the needs of
specific environments. The
Southwest Energy Efficiency
Project has developed visual
guidelines for determining
residential (Figure 6) and
commercial (Figure 7) coding
options.
Buildings have a long lifespan.
With this in mind, it is more cost
effective to place EV
infrastructure in a new building
rather than try and retrofit or make
changes later to accommodate
EVs.

Figure 7. Commercial Building Code Options. Image by Southwest Energy Efficiency Project
(SWEEP). Retrieved from http://www.swenergy.org/cracking-the-code-on-ev-ready-building-codes.
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Workplace charging
increases electric miles
driven, especially for
plug-in hybrid vehicles.

Our state continues to implement policies to propel electrifying the transportation system because we have a
giant problem with emissions in this sector.
To be ready for the future, cities need to plan accordingly. Overcoming the infrastructure barrier is important
for a significant number of people living in buildings where parking areas lack infrastructure for charging. It
makes sense for the problem to be addressed by updating residential and commercial building codes to
address the problem.

Reduce Traffic Impact Fees for Mobility Enhancing Development
Residential and commercial development can have a significant influence on transportation decision-making.
The easier it is to access transit, a bike path, or pedestrian walkway, the more likely people are to make
sustainable travel choices. Developers must pay, through traffic impact fees (TIF), a proportionate share of
the cost of increasing capacity in the transportation system associated with new growth and development.
In 2015, Bainbridge Island conducted a study to determine the level of traffic impact fees the city would
require. 25 As a result of the study, Bainbridge Island adopted traffic impact fees in-line with other
municipalities.26 Bainbridge Island could
introduce incentives to developers to promote
STUDY – TRAFFIC IMPACT FEES
mode shifting in exchange for lower TIFs. For
instance, the City of Bellingham has
-Bainbridge recently adopted new traffic
implemented an incentive program to reduce
impact fees in-line with other cities
developer traffic impact fees. Developers can
-Create developer TIF incentives for
take actions known to increase mode shifting, in
actions known to increases mode shifting
return, they receive reductions in TIFs as
outlined by the city’s Urban Village Vehicle Trip
Reduction Credit guidelines (see Appendix C).27
As an example, proximity to or frontage on a county transit line reduces TIFs from 10%-2% depending on
the distance. In most cities, arterial roads were put in place a long time ago. Therefore, placing buildings near
public transportation routes close to main corridors makes it convenient for people to mode switch. Not only
can cities incentivize access to public transit, but they can also consider mode shifting in land use planning.
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http://mrsc.org/getmedia/37b0efaa-9364-4d2e-b720-48152685bfd2/b29transimpct.pdf.aspx
http://mrsc.org/getmedia/7b937ea4-f666-4b86-b21d-fd21f43115e3/b45impactFeeCompare.pdf.aspx
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https://www.cob.org/documents/planning/applications-forms/misc-department-forms/tif-faq-uvreduction.pdf
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Mode Shifting
Background – Public Transit Ridership
Bainbridge Island’s Comprehensive Plan states, “Support the development of a public education program
which informs all citizens on the methods and progress for meeting the Island’s greenhouse gas emission
goals and ways citizens can assist in reaching the reduction goals.”28 However, public transit ridership
through Bainbridge Island (BI) has been
decreasing along with falling ridership
counts system-wide in Kitsap County. At
$2 per trip or less, depending on whether
a person is eligible for a reduced fare, the
cost to ride the bus has been kept at a
minimum. Nonetheless, bus routes
carrying riders through the island have
been losing customers over the past six
years (Figure 9).
The main corridor connecting the Kitsap
Peninsula to the BI ferry terminal
Figure 9. Bainbridge Island Kitsap Transit (2012-2018).
Data provided directly from Kitsap Transit. Appendix A.
regularly becomes congested during peak
travel times. Multiple factors may be
contributing to the problem. Population figures for Bainbridge Island and the greater Kitsap County region
are trending upward. No doubt, with more people living in these areas ferry ridership has increased. From
2013 to 2017, the Bainbridge Island/Seattle ferry route experienced an 8.8% increase in foot traffic (267,322
passengers), though a 1.7% decrease in vehicles.29
During the same period, public transit ridership through the island along Highway 305 declined by 23%
(76,001 riders), which might indicate people headed for the ferry are using a vehicle to get there (Figure 9).
With more people living in Kitsap County and fewer people using public transit, it is not surprising that
during peak commuting hours, cars are clogging the roadway.
Unfortunately, with continuous population growth projected for the region, unless some mode shifting
occurs, it is likely traffic and the related pollution from tailpipe emissions will continue to have a negative
impact on the Bainbridge Island community.
Traffic congestion on the island, particularly along the north-south State Highway 305 corridor presents a
barrier to efficient travel. The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) is currently

28
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https://www.bainbridgewa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/7800/5-ENVIRONMENTAL?bidId= , page 12
https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/ferries/traffic_stats/
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engineering several roundabouts and other intersection enhancements to improve the flow of vehicles. Even
so, the Washington State Ferries 2040 Long Range Plan indicates the largest increase in the number of walkon passengers is expected on the Bainbridge Island/Seattle route.
In 2017, walk-on ridership was 3.25 million, however, by 2040, a 41% increase to 4.59 million pedestrians is
projected along with more than a million additional vehicles (WSDOT 2019). Already, the Agate Pass bridge
creates a substantial bottleneck for northbound drivers. Taken altogether, the decline in public transit riders
coupled with a projected annual increase in ferry ridership amounts to a difficult transportation scenario
going forward.
In response to county-wide pressures on the transportation system, Kitsap Transit conducted a
Comprehensive Route Analysis last year. The purpose of the route analysis was to determine how to better
serve community members by utilizing new software to enhance routing efficiencies.

Kitsap Transit Highlights
-Increasing frequency of I-90
route from Poulsbo to every
30 minutes in June
-Adjusted commuter routes
on island to provide more
efficient service
-Invested in second electric
bus through a federal grant
-Using cleaner biodiesel fuel
when possible
-switch from diesel to
propane fuel for smaller
buses
-Partnering with city on
BI Ride campaign

According to Jeff Clausen, Kitsap Transit’s Executive Director,
several routes within Bainbridge Island were adjusted to enhance
commuter transport to and from the ferry terminal (J. Clausen,
interview, May 3, 2019). Adding to those efforts, the Bainbridge
Island city council recently approved a $10 increase in the vehicle
tab fee to provide funding for marketing the BI Ride service.
Director Clausen indicated Kitsap Transit would be partnering with
the city to market BI Ride, a proposed action strategy outlined in the
agency’s 2018-2023 Long Range plan (J. Clausen, interview, May
3, 2019).30
Promoting the environmental benefits of public transit may be a
way to motivate people to ride the bus. In Canada, scientists
conducted a study in 2011 to better understand the perceptions and
attitudes of people choosing to use public transit. Researchers found
environmental reason as the prime motive for utilizing public transit
over other modes of travel. The result of the survey indicates
sustainable travel is highly valued, specifically by current riders. In
light of the study, environmental messaging may resonate with
many community members living on the island, specifically people
with pro-societal values.

Finally, to help alleviate gridlock during peak commuting times, transit service through the island will be
stepped up soon. Director Clausen stated bus service from Poulsbo to the ferry terminal is set to increase in
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http://www.kitsaptransit.com/uploads/pdf/2018-2023tdp.pdf , page 15.
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frequency from every 50 to 30 minutes beginning in June (J. Clausen, interview, May 3, 2019). Once in
place, advertising the elevated service level inside and outside the island should help to attract new riders.

Increasing Public Transit Ridership
Invest in Basic Bus Stop Amenities
Removing small obstacles makes it easier for community
members to give up the speed and flexibility of driving an
automobile.
Predictably, reliability and convenience also ranked high in
importance to bus riders based on the study conducted by
Canadian researchers Nurul, Kattan, and Islam (2011). Not
surprisingly, people are impatient and their perceptions of
wait times do not always match reality.

Increase Ridership
Strategies
-Invest in basic bus stop amenities
-Target BI Ride campaign on choice
architecture research
-Educate the public on the use of
mobility apps

A variety of circumstances make wait times feel longer than
they actually are including poor weather, when people are in
a hurry during peak commuting hours, behind schedule transit vehicles, and a lack of amenities at bus stops
(Fan, Guthrie, and Levinson 2016; Ji et al. 2017). Installing benches and providing shelter at bus stops are
two simple ways to mitigate negative perceptions concerning wait times.

RESEARCH ON BUS RIDERSHIP
-Environmental reasons primary
motivation for current riders
-Reliability and convenience also
important
-Invest in basic bus stop amenities, such as
benches and shelters, weather protection
matters
-Use choice architecture to advance
change in social norms, people are
influenced by behavior of neighbors and
peers
-Mobility apps make bus option easier to
navigate and offers positive feedback
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Specific to our region, researchers Stover and
McCormack (2012) studied the impact of
weather on bus ridership in Pierce County and
found adverse weather such as high winds,
rain, above or below normal temperatures, and
snow had a negative effect on bus ridership
across most seasons.
Given the long rainy season in our region,
adding basic amenities, such as shelters and
benches, improves the experience of riding
public transit by making the wait period at the
bus stop more tolerable. Certainly, removing
small obstacles means community members
are more likely to choose to ride.

Target Campaigns Based on Human Behavior
Understanding human behavior may be the most important element in developing strategies to propel mode
shifting. Simply stated, people need to know what others are doing to expand their own possibilities. In this
regard, educational campaigns about what is happening can be effective in facilitating a sought-after
behavior (Thaler and Sunstein 2009).
For example, ferry survey information such as, “25% of weekday ferry riders telecommute at least one day a
week”, could be shared as part of educational outreach.31 Furthermore, drawing attention to people using
public transit could increase the adoption of the desirable behavior by others. Conducting interviews with
local commuters and other community members who regularly use public transit would be an excellent way
to promote ridership.
Authors Thaler and Sunstein (2009) point out people are influenced by what their neighbors are doing. In
other words, experiences shared by community members can have a positive influence on the actions of
others by way of providing examples of sustainable practices people are already using to get around. As an
example, sharing knowledge about the use of mobility applications can make public transit easier to navigate.

Educate Using Mobility Tools
Technology definitely plays a role in making it more convenient for people to choose environmentally
sustainable mobility options. For instance, most people have used Google Maps for directions, but it is also
very useful for estimating times for different modes of travel.
Readily available, and up-to-date travel information helps people to at least compare across modes when
planning a trip or while in route. Applications specifically designed to persuade sustainable travel are
available too, such as Move It. Similar to smart-phone apps designed to help people develop better eating or
exercise habits, mobility applications inform the user of environmentally-friendly transportation options and
track a user’s progress by calculating emissions saved. No doubt, humans are prone to habitually move
around town in familiar ways.
A sustainable travel app, such as Move It, assists users by supplying potentially new route choices using
different modes and eventually aims to instill a habit of at least considering alternatives. Apps also
incorporate positive feedback mechanisms to reinforce environmentally-friendly decisions. Over time, the
idea is to persuade users to be more thoughtful and intentional by guiding the user to opt for sustainable
transport. The community as a whole would benefit from knowing about these tools.
Outreach to share information about using technology to explore mobility choices is another strategy for
educating and informing the public. For example, setting up a collaborative project with local schools would
be an opportunity to expose young audiences to sustainable transport.
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The State of Washington requires Integrated Environmental and Sustainable Standards be taught within the
core curriculum. The experience of using smart-phone technology to inform sustainable travel would be a
creative way to get students engaged while at the same time meeting the Standard for Sustainability and
Civic Responsibility which requires, “Students develop and apply the knowledge, perspective, vision, skills,
and habits of mind necessary to make personal and collective decisions and take actions that promote
sustainability.”32

Public schools must teach
about sustainability and
civic responsibility.
Partnering with the high
school on a mobility app
project would engage
young people.

Young people in particular are generally receptive to using new tools to
simplify tasks. Recently, researchers Sunio and Schmöcker (2017)
analyzed several mobility apps and concluded they were similar to
health-related applications in that they provide useful decision-making
information. The study also suggested applications currently available
could be improved by fully utilizing known methodologies for changing
behavior. Still, the future potential for using apps to persuade mode
shifting appears promising. Minimally, these types of apps would make it
easier to access public transit and simplify planning for sustainable
travel.

Taken altogether, community outreach to inform the public about the current state of the transportation
situation would be an important first step in getting people on board to embrace systematic change. Because
the feedback loop is not immediate between travel decision-making and negative environmental impacts,
most people do not observe the connection or choose to ignore it when making their everyday choices.
Enough data has been collected through governmental reports and studies to indicate the traffic problem on
Bainbridge Island is likely to accelerate. Indeed, population growth is expected in the region as well as a
projected rise in ferry ridership, both increasing motorized traffic on the island. With this in mind,
community outreach, within and outside the island, to improve attitudes and perceptions about using public
transportation are needed. Already, the city council has approved funding to partner with Kitsap Transit to
market BI Ride. Additionally, experiences using public transit would be improved by providing basic
amenities such as benches and shelter at bus stops, especially considering perceived wait times are
exaggerated in poor weather.
Environmental reasons may be enough to motivate some people to use ‘cleaner’ transportation options, still
others may need more nudging and positive experiences trying out alternative modes of getting around
before adopting new habits. Giving people information on how to utilize smart-phone applications as a quick
and easy tool to plan sustainable travel may be a good way to encourage mode switching since it is known
people value convenience. In time, societal norms are apt to change as sustainable mobility increases.
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Promote Electric Bikes
Electric bicycles hold significant potential
for reducing carbon emissions and traffic
congestion on roadways. Riding an e-bike
appeals to a broader audience of users
because many barriers associated with
traditional bikes are lessened or even
eliminated with electric assist.

RESEARCH – E-BIKES
-Habitual association with car use reduced
after given e-bike only option for two
weeks
-E-bikes remove barriers associated with
traditional bikes such as topography, trip
distance, and electric assist for staying
sweat-free on commute
-Older adults or others with physical
limitations can use E-bikes
-E-bike riders cycle more often

In 2017, a survey by the National Institute
for Transportation and Communities
(NITC), found multiple factors are
keeping people off of traditional bikes
including steep topography, trip distance,
time constraints, and even not wanting to
arrive sweaty to a destination. The study
found trips made by younger people are
replacing motor vehicle trips and
commuters, in particular, find less exertion
is needed to propel an e-bike allowing them to arrive at the office less sweaty and ready to (NITC 2017). Ebikes allow older adults and others with physical limitations to enjoy more recreational opportunities. Still,
cost is a drawback.
Generally, e-bike prices are higher than similar models of conventional bicycles. However, if cycling miles
are reducing motorized miles, eventually fuel savings can make up the difference in cost. As with most
transportation alternatives, the challenge is to engage the public and provide experiences using electric bikes.
Even though electric bike ownership has been increasing, most people have not had an opportunity to
experience electric assisted travel.
In Switzerland, researchers Moser, Blumer, and Hille (2018) forced a disruption in habit by asking people to
give up motorized travel for two weeks, instead, they were asked to use an e-bike. The experiment was
successful. One year later participants habitual association with car use had been signiﬁcantly reduced, even
for people who chose not to purchase an e-bike (Moser, Blumer, and Hille (2018).
In light of the study, it appears the extended experience of riding an e-bike led participants to at least change
their mindset and broaden their view of alternative modes of travel. With this in mind, cities need to promote
and give community members opportunities to experience different modes.
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A simple approach would be to include electric bikes in events aimed at increasing awareness of electric
vehicles and outreach for public transit. Considering our region in particular has hilly topography, e-bikes
remove this significant barrier while at the same time provide additional benefits to a diverse group of riders.
Finally, electric bicycles increase sustainable travel, reduce carbon emissions, and lessen congestion on
already crowded roadways.

Non-Motorized Transportation
Collaboration
The Bainbridge Island Comprehensive Plan is choke-full of
references to the desire for city-wide multi-modal options.
From the detailed transportation plan, “Separated nonmotorized facilities that provide a non-motorized
transportation option for a wide range of people walking,
riding bikes, riding horses, or using wheelchairs. This
pathway network is envisioned to connect to the City’s
sidewalk and bike lane infrastructure and connect to main
destinations like the ferry terminal, Agate Pass Bridge,
Winslow, designated centers, schools, parks, shoreline road
ends, equestrian facilities, and other amenities.”33 Clearly,
the Island community sees the necessity for and expressly
values investments in non-motorized facilities.

Non-Motorized
Strategies
- Develop an infrastructure
plan with the Multi-Modal
Advisory Committee and the
BI Mobility Alliance
-Support community funding
for non-motorized projects
-Partner with schools to
encourage safe walking and
biking routes

Committed community members have joined together to
take action on improving infrastructure for all ages and all
abilities to move around the island. Specifically, the
Bainbridge Mobility Alliance is dedicated to improving mobility options for everyone. After a failed bike
levy, the group members have listened to community, and are currently developing an infrastructure plan.
The city of Bainbridge Island needs alternative forms of transport. Realize too, paved shoulders on busy
highways only provide non-motorized facilities for a very small number of people. Unfortunately, multimodal infrastructure to serve the rest of the community, including all ages and all abilities, has been lacking.
With this in mind, it will take a detailed plan to gain the trust and support of the public. However, the
information already outlined in both the Comprehensive and Transportation Plan will provide a thorough
framework to design infrastructure in line with the Island’s goals.
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The support of city officials for funding and partnerships with community groups is essential to propelling
the vision forward.

Conclusion
Federal and State governments are the primary provider of electric vehicle incentive programs aimed at
increasing electric vehicle purchases. However, local governments play an important role in educating and
engaging the public considering significant information deficits exist about electric vehicle ownership. To
propel the adoption of alternative vehicles cities can organize community outreach directed at diverse
audiences. Through public engagement and the sharing of information, leaders need to address environmental
concerns about electric vehicle production and ‘unclean’ electricity used to charge electric vehicles.
Realizing most people have limited or no experiences with electric vehicles, Bainbridge Island can partner
with other community organizations to host electric drive events that give the public more direct experiences
with EVs.
To accelerate EV adoption cities can take actions to increase EV charging infrastructure. Bainbridge Island
would benefit from partnering with PSE to create incentive programs which would benefit both sides.
Passing ordinances and developing building codes that require EV Ready infrastructure is less costly than
making changes in the future. Furthermore, providing developers with incentives in the way of reduced
traffic impact fees, makes mode shifting more convenient for people and increases efficiency for transit
agencies.
People with pro-environmental values use the bus because it fits their lifestyle. However, other community
members may need some nudging and positive experiences with alternative modes of travel before changing
their habits. As such, with a modest investment, Bainbridge island could provide basic amenities at bus stops,
and educate people about mobility applications that make planning sustainable travel convenient. Sharing the
experiences of other community members in the ridership campaign being created by the City of Bainbridge
Island and Kitsap Transit, would influence changes in attitudes and behaviors. People need and want more
non-motorized infrastructure on the island. Collaborative efforts between city officials and community
groups need to be accelerated in order for multi-modal goals to be realized. Over time, societal norms reflect
the priorities and values of the community. By making investments now in EV infrastructure and sustainable
mobility, the Island community will be doing their fair share to reduce our state’s emissions while at the
same time improving the quality of life for everyone.
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Prioritization of Strategies
Mitigation

By 2023, reduce GHG emissions by 25% compared to 2014 levels.

Community
Engagement

Inspire action across the community and partner with local and
regional organizations to take meaningful climate change mitigation
and adaptation actions.

Provide education and community outreach to promote the benefits
of electric vehicle ownership.

Priority

STRATEGIES

Permanence

Timeliness

FACTORS

1

Partner with local organizations such as the BI Climate and Energy
Forum to hold EV Question/Answer Forums.

*
*
*

Partner with PSE and the COBI to pilot electric vehicle charging
infrastructure incentive programs.

*

2

Partner with the Farmer’s Market to hold an electric vehicle drive
event including E-bikes.

Apply for a state grant through the Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
Partnerships Program (EVIPP)

1
1

*

3

Implement ordinances or building codes requiring EV Ready
infrastructure

* *

1

Develop public transit advertising campaign based on human choice
behavior research.

*

2

Invest in basic bus stop amenities including shelters and benches.

*

3

Provide education and outreach on the use of mobility applications.

Partner with the Multi-Modal Committee and BI Mobility
Alliance to develop non-motorized infrastructure.
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2

* *

1
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Appendix A - Sample Zoning Language
SECTION #####.01 Purpose

3.4.1. AC Level 1 is considered slow charging. Voltage including the
range from 0 through 120.

Electric vehicles are becoming more commonplace on the roads
and are available to consumers across the country. As the home
state of the automobile industry, the (municipal name) recognizes
the importance of supporting this emerging innovation in the
industry.

3.4.2. AC Level 2 is considered medium charging. Voltage is greater
than 120 and includes 240.
3.4.3. DC fast charging. Voltage is greater than 240.
3.5. Electric vehicle means any vehicle that is licensed and
registered for operation on public and private highways, roads, and
streets; and is powered either partially or exclusively on electrical
energy from the grid, or an off-board source, that is stored onboard via a battery for motive purpose. “Electric vehicle” includes:
(1) a battery electric vehicle; and (2) a plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle.

Automakers have clearly identified that to support the mass
production of EVs, municipalities will need to enable and promote
the necessary charging infrastructure demanded by potential
customers. Thus, it is critical to support the early adoption of EVs
and allow for and accommodate private sector investment.
EVs need a much different type of fueling network than gasoline
engine vehicles. This new fueling system will be based on a
clustering of strategically placed charging stations at homes,
workplaces, and retail stores. These charging stations will be in
addition to and complement traditional gas stations.

1. Allow for AC Level 1 and 2 electric vehicle infrastructure as a
permitted use in the zoning code, either as an ancillary use or a
principal use in all zones.
2. Require that developers install charging stations or electrical
conduits with new developments or significant renovations.

We anticipate that higher gas prices, advancements in battery
storage, lower vehicle costs, and significant public/private
investment in technology and infrastructure will greatly influence
the EV market over time.

3. Require owners of multi-family residential units to provide
charging stations as part of their parking facilities requirements.

The ordinance below will encourage and simplify the
establishment of a network of public and private EV charging
stations throughout the community.

4. Require a portion of electric vehicle infrastructure installations
to meet the needs of people with disabilities.

SECTION #####.02 Intent

5. Install electric vehicle charging stations at public institutions,
such as the city/township hall, and municipal parking lots.

2. Intent. The intent of this section is to create standards that will
make (municipal name) a leader in expediting and promoting the
development of a safe, convenient, and cost-effective electric
vehicle infrastructure to support the use of electric vehicles.

6. Install public electric vehicle charging stations at major activity
centers.
7. Establish an ongoing working group of developers, utility
companies, residents, businesses owners, electric car owners, and
others key stakeholders to develop and review local policies that
relate to electric vehicle infrastructure as electric vehicle
technology progresses and needs change.

SECTION #####.03 Definitions
For the purposes of this section, the following definitions shall
apply.

8. Promote the community as an electric vehicle friendly place.

3.1. Accessible electric vehicle charging station means an electric
vehicle charging station where the battery charging station is
located within accessible reach of a barrier-free access aisle and
the electric vehicle.
3.2. Battery charging station means an electrical component
assembly or cluster of component assemblies designed specifically
to charge batteries within electric vehicles.
3.3. Battery electric vehicle means any vehicle that operates
exclusively on electrical energy from an off-board source that is
stored in the vehicle’s batteries and produces zero tailpipe
emissions or pollution when stationary or operating.
3.4. Charging levels means the standardized indicators of electrical
force, or voltage, at which an electric vehicle’s battery is
recharged. The terms AC Level 1, AC Level 2, and DC fast charging
are the most common charging levels and include the following
specifications:
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3.6. Electric vehicle charging station means a public or private
parking space that is served by battery charging station equipment
that has as its primary purpose the transfer of electric energy (by
conductive or inductive means) to a battery or other energy
storage device in an electric vehicle. An electric vehicle charging
station equipped with AC Level 1 or AC Level 2 charging equipment
is permitted outright as an accessory use to any principal use.
3.7. Electric vehicle charging station – private restricted use means
an electric vehicle charging station that is (1) privately owned and
restricted access (e.g., single-family home, executive parking,
designated employee parking) or (2) publicly owned and restricted
(e.g., fleet parking with no access to the general public).
3.8. Electric vehicle charging station – public use means an electric
vehicle charging station that is (1) publicly owned and publicly
available (e.g., carpool parking lot, public library parking lot, on-

street parking) or (2) privately owned and available to visitors of
the use (e.g., shopping center parking).

charging station. It is noted and understood that large-sized
parking areas (e.g., corporate headquarters, shopping malls,
sporting venues, universities, etc.) may require less electric vehicle
charging stations than recommended above to accommodate the
anticipated market demand.

3.9. Electric vehicle infrastructure means conduit/wiring,
structures, machinery, and equipment necessary and integral to
support an electric vehicle, including battery charging stations and
fast charging stations.

Commentary: If the property owner decides not to install more
than one battery charging stations at the time of initial
construction, this approach allows for the stations to be installed in
the future without costly or cost-prohibitive retrofits. The intent of
this subsection is to require sites to be “roughed-in” with the
installation of electrical stubs at planned electric vehicle charging
station locations and conduit run from the power source to the
station location to support future installation.

3.10. Electric vehicle parking space means any marked parking
space that identifies the use to be exclusively for the parking of an
electric vehicle.
3.11. Non-electric vehicle means any motor vehicle that does not
meet the definition of electric vehicle.
3.12.Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle means an electric vehicle that
(1) contains an internal combustion engine and also allows power
to be delivered to drive wheels by an electric motor; (2) charges its
battery primarily by connecting to the grid or other off-board
electrical source; (3) may additionally be able to sustain battery
charge using an onboard internal-combustion-driven generator;
and (4) has the ability to travel powered by electricity.
4.2. DC fast charging electric vehicle charging stations are
permitted in the (public/civic), (office), (commercial), and
(industrial) districts when accessory to the primary permitted use.
Installation shall be subject to permit approval as administered by
the (municipal name).

6.1. Accessible Parking - It is required that a minimum of one
accessible electric vehicle charging station be provided. Accessible
electric vehicle charging stations should be located in close
proximity to the building or facility entrance and connected to a
barrier free accessible route of travel. It is not necessary to
designate the accessible electric vehicle charging station
exclusively for the use of disabled persons.
6.2. Lighting
6.2.1. Site lighting shall be provided where an electric vehicle
charging station is installed, unless charging is for daytime
purposes only.

4.3. If the primary use of the parcel is the retail electric charging of
vehicles, then the use shall be considered a gasoline service station
for zoning purposes. Installation shall be subject to all zoning
standards that apply to gasoline service stations.
5.1. Residential - In order to proactively plan for and accommodate
the anticipated future growth in market demand for electric
vehicles, it is strongly encouraged, but not required, that all new
single-family and multiple-family homes with or without garages
be constructed to provide a 220-240-volt / 40 amp outlet on a
dedicated circuit and in close proximity to designated vehicle
parking to accommodate the potential future hardwire installation
of a AC Level 2 electric vehicle charging station.
Commentary: Industry experts have advised that the majority of
electric vehicle charging will occur at the owner’s home in the
evening. Retrofitting a home for electric vehicle charging is
considerably more expensive than the cost of including the
capacity at the time of construction. To minimize the unnecessary
cost to retrofit a home, the (municipal name) considers electric
vehicle readiness in new home construction necessary.

6.3. Equipment Standards and Protection
6.3.1. Battery charging station outlets and connector devices shall
be no less than 36 inches and no higher than 48 inches from the
surface where mounted. Equipment mounted on pedestals,
lighting posts, bollards, or other devices shall be designed and
located as to not impede pedestrian travel or create trip hazards
on sidewalks.
6.3.2. Adequate battery charging station protection, such as
concrete-filled steel bollards, shall be used. Curbing may be used in
lieu of bollards, if the battery charging station is setback a
minimum of 24 inches from the face of the curb.
6.4. Usage Fees
6.4.1. The property owner is not restricted from collecting a service
fee for the use of an electric vehicle charging station made
available to visitors of the property.
6.5. Signage

5.2. Non-Residential - In order to proactively plan for and
accommodate the anticipated future growth in market demand for
electric vehicles, it is required that all new and expanded nonresidential development parking areas provide the electrical
capacity necessary to accommodate the future hardwire
installation of AC Level 2 electric vehicle charging stations. It is
recommended that a typical parking lot (e.g., 1,000 or less parking
spaces) have a minimum ratio of 8 percent of the total parking
spaces be prepared for such stations. A minimum of one parking
space for every development should also include one AC Level 2
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6.5.1. Information shall be posted identifying voltage and
amperage levels and any time of use, fees, or safety information
related to the electric vehicle charging station.
6.5.2. Each electric vehicle charging station space shall be posted
with signage indicating the space is only for electric vehicle
charging purposes. For purposes of this subsection, “charging”
means that an electric vehicle is parked at an electric vehicle
charging station and is connected to the battery charging station
equipment. Restrictions shall be included on the signage, if
removal provisions are to be enforced by the property owner

pursuant to Chapter ##. (Insert name of chapter and city code
here).

(Insert date and ordinance number)
1. When a sign provides notice that a parking space is a publicly
designated electric vehicle charging station, no person shall park or
stand any non-electric vehicle in a designated electric vehicle
charging station space. Further, no person shall park or stand an
electric vehicle in a publicly designated electric vehicle charging
station space when not electrically charging or parked beyond the
days and hours designated on the regulatory signs posted. For
purposes of this subsection, “charging,” means an electric vehicle
is parked at an electric vehicle charging station and is connected to
the charging station equipment.

6.6. Maintenance
6.6.1. Electric vehicle charging stations shall be maintained in all
respects, including the functioning of the equipment. A phone
number or other contact information shall be provided on the
equipment for reporting when it is not functioning or other
problems are encountered.
6.7. Enforcement
See SECTION ##### Vehicle removed by police
(Clean Energy Coalition 2011)
http://cec-mi.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/Plug-In-Ready-Michigan.pdf
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Appendix B - Kitsap Transit Ridership Data 2008-2018
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Appendix C - City of Bellingham Mode Shifting Incentives
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